THE DEFENCE OF THE EMPIRE
and the fear that the United States might indeed
embarrass such action was the classic explanation of
our impotence. Since then, the refusal of the French
Government has been the standing excuse. Mr* Stim-
son has something to say on that:
*I learned informally from the French Government
that owing to the attitude of the British it would not
make the demarche towards Japan which it had been
previously considering, and several other powers,
signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty, including the
Netherlands and Belgium, later informed me that they
did not consider it necessary to send a note on the situa-
tion to Japan or China. In the light of the division of
opinion made clear by the British attitude, such a posi-
tion on the part of smaller governments having terri-
torial interests in the Far East was easily understood.*
There may be details here or there of Mr* Stimson's
story with which the critic and the historian will
disagree. But the point about it which matters is
that for years it has been customary to explain the
failure to organise collective action in resistance to
aggression as due very largely to the absence of
America, to the fact that if it came to naval action
Britain would find herself in conflict with the United
States.1 Whatever else Mr. Stimson's contribution
i On which point, however, the position of the American Govern-
ment has been made clear enough. The terms of the declaration of
Mr. Norman Davis, speaking formally for his government are: 'The
United States will undertake to refrain from any action and will with-
hold protection from its citizens if engaged in activities which would
tend to defeat the collective effort which the States in consultation might
have decided upon against the aggressor.' Since the date of this
declaration the Abyssinian fiasco has tended to convince American
opinion that collective action taken impartially in restraint of aggression
is never hkely to be seen in Europe.
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